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NEW QUESTION: 1
DRAG DROP
You are developing an ASP.NET Software-as-a-Service (SaaS)
application that stores database credentials in Azure Key
Vault.
When the application encounters an error, information about the
error is shown to the end user for support purposes.
Information shown includes:

-stack trace
-application version and release date
-configuration values
Database credentials must not be accessible to end users.
You need to ensure that end users cannot view database
credentials.
Which three actions should you perform in sequence? To answer,
move the appropriate actions from the list of actions to the
answer area and arrange them in the correct order.
Answer:
Explanation:

NEW QUESTION: 2
Which of the following statements about IP packet structure is
true?
A. Check sum field mainly calculates the checksum of the total
IP packet
B. Normally, IP packet header is of 20 bytes (inclusive of IP
option field)
C. Identification field in IP packet header serves as the only
identity of each data packet
D. IP packet header contains such information as minimum time
delay, maximum throughput and highest reliability
Answer: B,C,D

NEW QUESTION: 3
Select the correct set of options. These are the initial
settings for the default security group:
A. Allow no inbound traffic, Allow all outbound traffic and
Does NOT allow instances associated with this security group to
talk to each other
B. Allow no inbound traffic, Allow all outbound traffic and
Allow instances associated with this security group to talk to
each other
C. Allow all inbound traffic, Allow no outbound traffic and
Allow instances associated with this security group to talk to
each other
D. Allow all inbound traffic, Allow all outbound traffic and
Does NOT allow instances associated with this security group to
talk to each other
Answer: B
Explanation:
Explanation
http://docs.aws.amazon.com/AWSEC2/latest/UserGuide/using-networ
k-security.html#default- security-group A default security
group is named default, and it has an ID assigned by AWS. The
following are the initial settings for each default security

group:
Allow inbound traffic only from other instances associated with
the default security group Allow all outbound traffic from the
instance The default security group specifies itself as a
source security group in its inbound rules. This is what allows
instances associated with the default security group to
communicate with other instances associated with the default
security group.
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